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Abstract

In this paper, I develop a model of sociopolitical transition that links so-

ciopolitical transformational process of countries to the dynamic process of

output per capita and economic growth. Social polarization breeds discrim-

inatory practices regarding government redistribution. This brings about

ine¢ cient allocation of resources away from production to political power

struggle leading to poor economic outcomes. However, the model shows

that social integrative processes may correct this ine¢ ciency over time de-

pending on the degree of social fractionalization, the level of social distance

between the groups, the level of production technology, etc. Even though the

model predicts long-run convergence of growth rates and output per capita

across countries, it shows possible prolonged divergence of these economic

variables.
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1 Introduction

After the Second World War, economists started to show greater

interest in �nding answers to what causes the large gaps among coun-

tries of the world in terms of economic growth and output per capita.

This took a more interesting turn in the 1950s and 1960s when neoclas-

sical economists like Solow (1956), Cass (1965) and Koopman (1965)

published models predicting eventual convergence of economic growth

rates and GDP per capita among countries of the world. Yet, as time

passed by, few signs, if at all, emerged that showed that this prediction

was taking hold. This led to the emergence of endogenous growth mod-

els in the late 1980s and early 1990s (see, for instance, Romer (1986

and 1990), Lucas (1988) and Azariadis and Drazen (1990)), which pre-

dicted that the di¤erences in growth rates and GDP per capita between

the developed world and the developing world may perpetuate. What

all these models have in common is that they assume away the so-

cial and political environments economies operate in. That is, these

models treat countries as if they have similar social and political en-

vironments. Yet, since countries di¤er considerably in terms of the

level of sociopolitical development and maturity, and since economic

outcome is immensely in�uenced by sociopolitical environment, this

kind of treatment makes these models incomplete, and it thus renders

their predictions less accurate. Therefore, by embedding the sociopo-

litical transformational process of countries into the choice process of

economic agents, the model in this paper is able to o¤er stronger ex-

planation for the dynamic behavior of output per capita of countries

thereby providing a more accurate explanation for the gaps among

countries in terms of economic growth and development.
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I argue in this paper that social fractionalization in terms of ethnic-

ity, race, religion, etc. breeds discriminatory practices thereby creating

political tensions. This results in ine¢ cient use of economic resources

to struggle for political power in order to take control of government

machinery for the purpose of being in charge of the government�s re-

distribution mechanism. That is, I show that ethnic/racial or religious

fragmentation ultimately leads to economic ine¢ ciency and thus poor

economic outcomes. However, I show that social dynamics may min-

imize this ine¢ ciency over time thereby enhancing economic perfor-

mance as countries undergo sociopolitical transformation. And since

this process may di¤er from one country to another, gaps will emerge

among countries in terms of output per capita and economic growth,

especially at the initial stage of the sociopolitical process.

The economy in this model is populated by two groups of people.

The groups are de�ned along ethnic, racial or religious lines. I assume

that the government formed by a group is not di¤erent from the group

as a whole in terms of its objectives. Like Pham (2005), van Long

and Shimomura (2004), Corneo and Jeanne (2001), Rauscher (1997),

Fershtmam et al. (1996), etc. individuals in this model derive util-

ity from both consumption and social status2 . However, unlike these

models in which social status is determined by relative wealth, rela-

tive consumption or the level of education, social status of individual

group members in this model is determined by the extent to which

the group�s sociocultural or religious values or philosophy is promoted.

This means that a group would like to control the government and
2This utility speci�cation follows Adam smith�s assertion in his �Theory of Moral Sen-

timents�that human economic activities do not only aim at supplying necessities of life
(consumption) but also aim at attaining higher social status.
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thus have political power because the group is able to more e¤ectively

advance its sociocultural or religious values or ideology when in power

than when in the opposition. Power struggle between the groups may

be so intense at the initial stage of the country�s formation that legal or

democratic framework established to dictate smooth power transition

may not work because of presence of incentives to deviate from estab-

lished rules. That is, the intensity of political power struggle at the

initial stage may be relatively high, and may thus take violent forms.

This is the source of the economic ine¢ ciency at the initial stage. How-

ever, as the groups become more socially integrated, this ine¢ ciency

will diminish over time thereby enhancing economic growth. Never-

theless, the rate of social integration may di¤er from one country to

another resulting in di¤erent growth rates of per-capita output across

countries.

Factors that have been cited in the literature to account for social

integration include education (see, for instance, de Palo, Faini and Ven-

turini (2006)) and intermarriages (see, for instance, Furtado (2006)).

In this model, I emphasize the later. That is, as intermarriages in-

crease, the groups become more socially integrated, and the intensity

of political power struggle and its accompanying economic ine¢ ciency

evaporates, since economic resources get reallocated towards produc-

tive use.

Although empirical work (see, for instance, Easterly and Levine

(1997) and Knack and Keefer (2002)) has seriously taken into account

the crucial role social fragmentation plays in limiting economic growth

and thus creating divergence of growth rates across countries, theoreti-

cal work in this area tends to take an indirect approach in linking social
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fragmentation to economic growth and output per capita (see, for in-

stance, Alesina and Drazen (1991), Alesina and Spolaore (1997)). That

is, these models tend to link social fragmentation to issues like public

goods provision and macroeconomic stabilization. This paper therefore

contributes to this literature by developing a theoretical model that di-

rectly links social polarization to the dynamic behavior of per capita

output. On the empirical front, Easterly and Levine, for instance, �nd

a very strong negative correlation between ethnic divisions and eco-

nomic growth. Most interestingly, Easterly and Levine �nd that ethnic

fragmentation is strongly and signi�cantly correlated to many of the

conditional variables in growth regressions, when a measure of ethnic

fractionalization serves as an independent variable to these variables in

regressions. This, they argue, suggests that these factors are endoge-

nous to ethnic fragmentation, conforming to one of the main assertions

in this paper that the main cause of political tension that brings about

distortions and ine¢ ciencies regarding allocation of economic resources

leading to economic under-performance is social fragmentation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section 2 discusses

related literature, section 3 presents the model and section 4 concludes

the paper.

2 Related Literature

This paper relates to three strands of economics literature. First, it

relates to models that seek to explain the dynamic behavior of output

per capital of countries. As I said above, the model in this paper di¤ers

from the other models in this area by incorporating sociopolitical evo-

lutionary process into economic choice process, while the other models
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in this literature generally concentrate on the nature of the production

function and how it impacts the dynamics of per-capita output, while

implicitly assuming similar social and political environments for coun-

tries. That is, these models fail to answer the fundamental question of

how sociopolitical evolutionary process of countries a¤ects the dynamic

behavior of output per capita.

The second strand of literature that this paper relates to is the liter-

ature on social con�icts (see, for instance, Grossman (1991), Acemoglu

and Robinson (2001), Roemer (1995), Tornell and Velasco (1992)).

Grossman develops a theory of insurrections that treats insurrection

and its deterrence as economic activities that compete with produc-

tion of goods. This model adopts a similar stand by arguing that

allocating resources for political power struggle or political con�icts is

pareto ine¢ cient, and it decreases resources available for production.

However, this paper goes beyond this idea by showing how social inte-

gration helps minimize the amount of resources ine¢ ciently allocated

towards political power struggle. Acemoglu and Robinson model the

complications created by the existence of di¤erent social groups in a

country as the country undergoes political transition. The social groups

in Acemoglu and Robinson�s model are the rich who dislike democracy

because of its redistributive e¤ect and the poor who want democracy.

However, the social groups in this model are ethinc, racial or religious

in nature, and their objective is not either to democratize or not, but

they struggle for political power to advance their sociocultural or reli-

gious values or ideologies with the goal of attaining higher social status,

since that is an input into individual utility function.

Third, this paper relates to the literature that links social fragmen-
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tation to economic performance of countries (see, for example, Alesina

and Drazen (1991), Alesina and Spolaore (1997), Alesina, Baqir and

Easterly (1999)). As I argued above, these models tend to link social

fragmentation to issues like public goods provision and macroeconomic

stabilization. However, this paper takes a more direct approach in

linking social fragmentation to the dynamics of output per-capital and

economic growth by showing how social dynamic process relaxes the

political complications associated with social divisions. That is, this

paper shows how social integrative process reallocates resources from

ine¢ cient use (political power struggle or even political con�icts) to

e¢ cient use (production).

3 The Model

3.1 The Setting

Consider an economy in which there are two groups of people:

groups X and Z. The groups are de�ned along ethnic, racial or re-

ligious lines. Let Nx
t and N z

t respectively represent the population

sizes of X and Z at time t. Also, Let these groups have identical mem-

bers so that x and z are representative members of groups X and Z

respectively. Let N i
t+1 = (1 + n)N i

t , i = x; z. Thus, I assume that the

groups have identical population growth rates.

Let x and z be each endowed with H units of a composite resource

at every t. H can either be used as the input to produce a composite

commodity y (h), and/or as the means of struggling for political power

(m). This means that at every t, H = hit + mi
t, for i = x; z. Pareto
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e¢ ciency requires that at every t, (hit mi
t) = (H 0). This implies

that any amount of the resource allocated towards struggle for political

power is economically ine¢ cient.

Production is through the following technology: yt = �tht, where yt

is output per capita, �t is is the technology parameter. �t represents

global technology parameter, since I assume that there is international

technological di¤usion.

Suppose that at t = 0, the country is formed, either through inde-

pendence from direct foreign control (or occupation) or by any other

means. The joining together of X and Z to form one country is ex-

ogenous, and not by choice3. In this model, a geographical location

populated by people is considered to be a country only if it has a de-

�ned territory, it is sovereign, and it is thus independent from direct

foreign control or occupation4. Let us suppose that at t = 0 the gov-

ernment is formed by members of group X.

Individuals derive utility from consumption and social status.

Social status of individual group members is measured by the extent to

which the group promotes its sociocultural or religious values. Now,

let non-probabilistic utility functions of x and z at t be as follows:

U it = aCit+ bV it , i = x; z: (1)

Where C is consumption and V is the level of implemented so-
3This, in fact, is in conformity to what happened in practice to many countries after

European colonization. For instance, the Akan tribal regions and the non-Akan tribal
regions were joined together to form the Gold Coast (later changed to Ghana) by the
British; the northern Arabs and the southern Black Africans were joined together to form
Sudan; etc.

4For this reason, any time a populated geographical location does not satisfy any of
these conditions, it ceases to be a country, even though a new country may be formed
later. From this de�nition, a country like modern Egypt is considered to have been formed
only when it regained independence from Britain.
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ciocultural values of a group, while a and b respectively measure the

importance individuals attach to consumption and social status (as

measured by the level of implemented sociocultural values). I assert

that as a result of cultural indoctrination, people of di¤erent cultural

backgrounds tend to feel that their cultural or religious values or phi-

losophy is superior to others, at least at the initial stage of a country�s

formation. This, in fact, is the cause of the feeling of ethnic/racial

or religious superiority. This feeling of superiority is generally greater

the more di¤erent the groups are in terms of social characteristics like

language, religion, race/ethnicity, and others. As a result of this, if the

country is so ethnically/racially or religiously divided and fragmented,

members of group X would feel more socially elevated if the govern-

ment is controlled by group X. This is due to the fact that a group is

able to more e¤ectively implement its sociocultural or religious values

or philosophy when in power than when in the opposition. That is, if

X is in power V xt � V zt (and vice versa, if Z is in power). Let the level of

promoted sociocultural or religious values or philosophy of a group be

equivalent to the level of government spending in favor of that group.

This means that the government formed by group X, for instance, fa-

vors members of group X more than members of group Z. Thus, the

government of X discriminates against members of group Z. I further

assume that the government does this by adopting fair taxation, but

uses unfair lump-sum transfers.

Let � be the per-capita lump-sum tax of the government. For now,

suppose that Nx
t = N z

t . This means that total government tax revenue

(�t) is �t = �Nx
t + �N z

t = 2�N i
t = TN i

t , where T = 2� is tax revenue

from x and z. If Git is the government�s transfer to i = x; z, then let the
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government�s transfers to groups X and Z at every t be respectively as

follows:

Nx
t G

x
t = �t�t = �tTN

x
t

(2:a)

N z
t G

z
t = (1� �t)�t = (1� �t)TN z

t

Dividing the two equations in (2:a) by N i
t = Nx

t = N z
t , per-capita

transfers are

Gxt = V xt = �tT

(2:b)

Gzt = V zt = (1� �t)T

Where �t is the fraction of total government tax revenue that is

transferred to group X. With the present assumption that Nx
t = N z

t ,

�t is also the fraction of tax revenue from x and z (T ) that is transferred

to x. Now, as long as the social groups discriminate in their own favor

when they are in power, �t > 1
2 . Note that if in power, the government

formed by Z is assumed to engage in the same discriminatory practice.

Now, let

�t = Gxt � Gzt = V xt � V zt = �tT � (1� �t)T = (2�t � 1)T (3)

Where �t measures the degree of ethnic/racial discrimination. �t

(and for that matter �t) is in�uenced by social characteristics of X and

Z. This point is further explained in section 3.2. With the government

formed by X assumed to be in power, the non-probabilistic utility

function in equation (1) can therefore be re-written as:

Uxt = aCxt + bGxt
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(4)

U zt = aCzt +b(G
x
t � �t)

The two equations in (4) indicate that the size of �t is utility reduc-

ing to z because the government formed by X transfers some income

away from z to x through redistribution of tax revenue because of the

climate of discrimination that results from each group�s desire to pro-

mote its sociocultural or religious values at the expense of the other

group.

3.2 Social Integration

Let individuals attach importance to the welfare of relatives. This

means that as intermarriges between the groups increase and the groups

become socially integrated through family links, discrimination against

the rival group becomes costly to members of the governing group.

This implies that social integration generated by inter-group marriages

decreases the degree of discrimination5. Now, let simt be the proportion

of all marriages that are intermarriages at time t. This means that

1� simt = ssmt is the proportion of marriages between people from the

same social group. As it is expected, let us assume that ssm0 > sim0 .

Since social integration decreases the degree of discrimination, let the

fraction (of tax revenue) transferred in lump sum to the representative

member of the rival group by the governing group at time t (1 � �t)

be positively related to the proportion of intermarriages in the society

(simt ) as follows:
5Also, if we assume that members of the government formed by one group are proba-

bilistically chosen from the group, then as intermarriages and thus members of the group
who trace their parentage from the other group increase, we will have the degree of dis-
crimination to decrease over time.
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1� �t = f(simt ) =) �t = 1� f(simt ) (5)

Equation (5) implies that to know how �t evolves over time, we

should know how simt evolves over time. The vector St= (ssmt simt )

evolves according the Markov process. Consider the following Markov

transition matrix:

P =

264r q

q r

375 r; q � 0;

Where r is the probability that a person from group i will marry

from group i, while q is the probability that a person from group i will

marry from group j. Let us suppose here that the society is patrilin-

eal (or matrilineal, as the choice doesn�t matter here), meaning that

children belong to their fathers�lineage.

As a characteristic of the Markov chain, let P be a stochastic matrix.

That is, r + q = 1. As it is expected, let us further assume that r >

q > 0 (we shall consider later what happens in the extreme case if this

assumption does not hold.). Also, we expect that r � 1
2 . It should be

pointed out here that if r; q >> 0, P has a unique stationary distribution

in the limit �the process is asymptotically stationary. Before I continue

with the analysis, let me point out that the size of q is determined

by the social distance between the two groups in terms of language,

race/ethnicity, religion, etc. The more socially di¤erent X and Z are,

the smaller the q (and thus the bigger the r) and vice versa. That is,

groups with very di¤erent social characteristics tend to have smaller

probability of intermarrying and vice versa.
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Now, given that S0 = (ssm0 sim0 ) and P =

264r q

q r

375 =
264 r 1� r

1� r r

375,
by Markov chain6,

St =

�
ssmt simt

�
=

�
ssm0 sim0

�264 r 1� r

1� r r

375
t

(6)

264 r 1� r

1� r r

375
t

can be expanded as follows7:

264 r 1� r

1� r r

375
t

=

26412 + 1
2(2r � 1)

t 1
2 �

1
2(2r � 1)

t

1
2 �

1
2(2r � 1)

t 1
2 +

1
2(2r � 1)

t

375
Equation (6) can therefore be re-written as

St =

�
ssmt simt

�
=

�
ssm0 sim0

�26412 + 1
2(2r � 1)

t 1
2 �

1
2(2r � 1)

t

1
2 �

1
2(2r � 1)

t 1
2 +

1
2(2r � 1)

t

375 (7)

For simplicity, let us assume that at t = 0, groups X and Z are such

that
�
ssm0 sim0

�
=

�
1 0

�
. That is, there existed no intermarriages

between X and Z at t = 0. I can easily make this assumption because

the dynamic process of the Markov chain does not depend on the initial

values of ssmt and simt . This assumption implies that from equation (7),

simt is given as follows.

simt = 1
2 �

1
2(2r � 1)

t (8)

From equations (5) and (8), we can write
6Note that another way of expressing equation (6) is St = (ssmt�1 simt�1)P
7The proof of this expansion is given in the apendix.
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�t = 1� f(12 �
1
2(2r � 1)

t) (9)

Let �t and simt be linearly related. That is, �t = 1� simt , where 

is the constant of linearity. To simplify things, let us further suppose

that  = 1. This means that (9) can be re-written as

�t =
1+(2r�1)t

2 (10)

Recall from equation (3) that �t = (2�t � 1)T . This means that (3)

and (10) can be combined to yield

�t = T (2r � 1)t (11)

Now, @ ln�t@t = ln(2r � 1) < 0, for 12 � r < 1, implying that �t as given

in (11) decreases over time. Before I go to the next section, let me

point out here that from (4), whenever, for instance, X is in power,

because of the pursuance of sectarian interest in terms of promoting

X�s sociocultural or religious values at the expense of Z;utility of x is

greater that utility of z by

bGxt � b(Gxt � �t) = b�t = bT (2r � 1)t (12)

It is clear from the derivative above that this di¤erence in per-capita

utility diminishes over time.

3.2 Political Power Struggle and Resource Allocation

Whenever �t > 0, the group in opposition will want to capture

political power from the ruling group because �t is utility reducing to

members of the group that is not in power. This means that at the

initial stage of the sociopolitical process when �t may be relatively
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large, this struggle for power may take violent forms such as coups,

insurrections or wars because of what is at stake in terms of utility

lost. This means that, with large �t at the initial stage, the groups,

especially the minority group, may �nd it attractive to deviate from

established rules dictating smooth and democratic transitions and thus

employ extralegal means to acquire or hold on to political power in

order to enjoy the large �t. I will return to this point later.

Suppose that to engage in struggle for political power all members

of a group contribute the same amount of the endowed resource H.

Recall that mi
t; i = x; z is the portion of H each member of a group al-

locates towards struggle for political power at time t. I assume that the

probability of a successful takeover of political power (or a successful

defense of political power) of groups Z and X are respectively given by

pzt = 1 � pxt =
Nz
t m

z
t

Nz
t m

z
t+N

x
t m

x
t
=

(1+n)tNz
0m

z
t

(1+n)tNz
0m

z
t+(1+n)

tNx
0m

x
t
=

Nz
0m

z
t

Nz
0m

z
t+N

x
0m

x
t

(13)

pxt = 1 � pzt =
Nx
t m

x
t

Nz
t m

z
t+N

x
t m

x
t
=

(1+n)tNx
0m

x
t

(1+n)tNz
0m

z
t+(1+n)

tNx
0m

x
t
=

Nx
0m

x
t

Nz
0m

z
t+N

x
0m

x
t

(14)

Equations (13) and (14) show that the probability of a successful

struggle for power not only depends on a group�s military resources,

but also on the military resources of the rival group. Also, we can see

that the larger the size of a group, the greater the chances of the group

acquiring or holding on to political power. Now let R = Nx
t

Nz
t
=

Nx
0

Nz
0
. This

means that by multiplying both the numerators and the denominators

of (13) by R and (14) by 1
R we get

pzt = 1� pxt =
mz
t

mz
t+Rm

x
t

(15)
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pxt = 1� pzt =
mx
t

1
R
mz
t+m

x
t

(16)

In this case where I have assumed that Nx
t = N z

t , R =
1
R = 1. I will

consider the general case where Nx
t may not be equal to N z

t in section

3.4.

Equilibrium mi
t and hit

At every t, members of X and Z decide how much of H they want

to individually allocate towards the production of y (hit) and how much

they want to allocate towards the struggle to either acquire or defend

political power in order to enjoy �t (mi
t). Remember that at every t, the

probability that a group will be in power is pit. This means that at every

t, the expected utility of i = x; z is EU it = pit[aC
i
t + bGt] + (1� pit)[aC

i
t

+ b(Gt � �t)]. Note that, Git = Gt if group i is in power and Git = Gt

� �t if group i is not in power. For this reason, to choose mi
t and hit, x

and z solve the following optimization problem:

(A) Max
1X
t=0

�t
n
pit[aC

i
t+bGt] + (1� p

i
t)[aC

i
t+b(Gt��t)]

o
=Max

1X
t=0

�t
h
aCit + bGt � pjtb�t

i
,

i 6= j

Subject to

i) H = mi
t + h

i
t =) mi

t = H � hit
ii) Cit = yit � �

iii) yit = �th
i
t

Where � is the discount factor. The above optimization problem

implies that choices made in each period a¤ect only that period�s pay-

o¤s. Because of this, optimization problem (A) is a series of single
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periods optimization problems. Substituting the constraints (and the

expressions for pjt and �t), at every t, x and z solve the following prob-

lem choosing h:

(B) Max
n
a(�th

i
t � �) + bGt �

h
(H�hjt )

(H�hit)+(H�h
j
t )

i
bT (2r � 1)t

o
, i 6= j

The �rst order conditions for interior solution at every t are

x : a�t �
(H�hzt )bT (2r�1)t
[(H�hzt )+(H�hxt )]

2 = 0 (17)

z : a�t �
(H�hxt )bT (2r�1)t
[(H�hzt )+(H�hxt )]

2 = 0 (18)

Solving (17) and (18) simultaneously yields the following solutions:

hz�t = hx�t = h�t = H � 1
4
bT
a�t
(2r � 1)t (19)

mz�
t = mx�

t = m�
t =

1
4
bT
a�t
(2r � 1)t (20)

And substituting (19) into the production function, I derive the

dynamic process of output per capita as follows:

yz�t = yx�t = y�t = �tH � 1
4
bT
a (2r � 1)

t (21)

We can see from these results that the intensity of political power

struggle as shown by equation (20), and the size of per capita output

as shown by equation (21) depend on the size of productive technology

(�t), how socially di¤erent the groups are (r), time (t), etc.

Implications and Discussion

To appreciate the above results, let us consider the following impli-

cations:

a)
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ai:
@m�

t
@t =

Log(2r�1)(2r�1)tbT4a�t�4abT (
d�t
dt
)(2r�1)t

16a2�t
� 0

aii:
@h�t
@t =

�Log(2r�1)(2r�1)tbT4a�t+4abT (
d�t
dt
)(2r�1)t

16a2�t
� 0

aiii:
@y�t
@t = H d�t

dt �
bTLog(2r�1)(2r�1)t

4a � 0

Dividing both sides of aiii by y�t yields

aiv: gy� = g�y� + g
h
y�

Where gy� is the total growth rate of per-capita output, g�y� is the

part of growth rate of per capita output that is attributable to tech-

nological improvement, and ghy� is the part of growth rate of per capita

output that results from social integration and harmonization, which

is the result of reallocating economic resources from economically un-

productive and wasteful use (political power struggle) to economic and

productive use (production). Before we discuss the above equations,

let us �rst consider the following limits.

b)

bi: Limt!1m�
t = 0

bii: Limt!1h�t = H

biii: Limt!1y�t = �tH

biv: Limt!1gy� = g�y�

We can see from implications ai to aii that, given all other fac-

tors, the intensity of political power struggle (m�
t ) between groups X

and Z diminishes over time. And since political con�icts decreases the

amount of resources available for productive use, decrease in the in-

tensity of political struggle for power over time leads to reallocation of
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these resources to productive use, thereby increasing h�t and thus out-

put per capital. This means that, as shown by implication aiv, growth

of per-capita output in this model comes from two sources: technologi-

cal improvement and growth-enhancing social transformation. For this

reason, we expect the long-existing countries in the developed world (re-

member the de�nition of �country�I gave above) to have greater level

of output per-capita than the newly independent nation-states, since

time has allowed these countries to undergo enough favorable sociopo-

litical transformation and thus are able to reallocate more and more

resources to productive use rather that ine¢ ciently allocating them to

political con�icts. Furthermore, since gy� = g�y�+g
h
y�, and since in the

limits gy� = g�y� , this model predicts that the newly formed nation-states

in the developing world should generally have greater rates of growth

of output per capita than the long-existing countries in the developed

world.

c)

ci:
@m�

t
@r = 2tbT (2r�1)t�1

4a�t
� 0

cii:
@y�t
@r = �

2tbT (2r�1)t�1
4a � 0

Implications ci and cii show that the social distance between the

groups in terms of race/ethnicity, religion, language, etc. (r) in�uences

both the intensity of political struggle for power at every t and the rate

at which a country grows over time. The more socially di¤erent the

groups in a country are (thus the bigger the r and thus the smaller the

q), the greater the intensity of political power struggle (m�
t ) at every t,

and also the slower the rate of growth-enhancing social transformation.

This means that even though two countries may be formed at the
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same time, other things remaining the same, the country with the less

distant social groups will have little political friction (smaller intensity

of political power struggle) and thus will be able to grow faster than

the country with more socially heterogenous groups. Another point to

note here is that at the initial stage, for countries with very distant

social groups, political power struggle may take violent forms such as

coups, civil and political wars, etc. because of the large nature of �t.

This is made manifest by the fact that with r being so large (or q being

so small) m�
t is very large. Additionally, at the initial stage of the

sociopolitical transformational process, e¤orts to establish democratic

regimes in these environments have very little chance of success, since,

with the payo¤ from holding political power so high, the best strategies

of the groups may be to deviate from the established rules dictating

majority rule. Thus, the groups will take to other means of acquiring

and holding on to political power in order to enjoy the large �t. This

means that democratic institutions may not be able to survive at the

initial stage when the social groups are so di¤erent and thus �t is so

large. That is, sound democratic institutions can begin to thrive as the

society undergoes social transformation and �t diminishes. For this

reason, we may argue that as much as democratic and sound political

institutions may help consolidate the political development process and

thus accelerate economic growth, the institutional development itself

is part of the sociopolitical evolutionary process.

Before I talk about the rest of the implications, let me point out

that in the extreme case if the assumption that r; q >> 0 does not hold,

and thus if the probability that the groups will integrate is zero (that is,

if q = 0 and thus r = 1), m�
t will be very large and will never diminish, if
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we hold the other factors constant. This means that the country may

permanently be characterized by con�icts and wars with no chance

of the country tasting of real economic growth and development. To

taste of economic growth and development in this extreme case, the

only solution may be to divide the country along the lines of the social

groupings, if possible. However, we shall see in the next section that

economic development may not be a problem even in the extreme case

if one of the two groups is so small in size.

d)

di:
@m�

t
@T = b(2r�1)t

4a�t
� 0

dii:
@y�t
@T = �

b(2r�1)t
4a � 0

Another interesting implication is that, as shown by implications di

and dii, the size of the government revenue is positively related to the

intensity of political power struggle (m�
t ), and is thus negatively related

to the size of output per capita (y�t ) at every t. The reason for this is

that if the government revenue continues to be large, its redistribution

continues to create more discontent and anger because of the climate of

discrimination and ethnic/racial or religious animosity. That is, large

government revenues in socially divided countries create more avenues

for continued social and political con�icts thereby distorting the e¢ -

cient use of economic resources. This helps to explain why in spite of

the billions of dollars of �nancial assistance to many of the newly in-

dependent nations in the developing world by the IMF and the World

Bank, there continues to be underdevelopment and entrenched poverty

in these countries. That is, in the face of socioeconomic discrimination

due to social fractionalization and heterogeneity, the presence of large
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funds to a government formed by one social group fuels social and po-

litical con�icts, and therefore leads to a continued ine¢ cient allocation

of economic resources toward struggle for political power, thereby neg-

atively impacting the performance of the economy. This means that,

at the bilateral and multilateral levels, the best economic assistance

many of the newly independent poor nations can get is not economic

aid that ends up in the hands of a government that discriminates or

is perceived to discriminate, but it is measures that bring about social

cohesion and genuine sociopolitical reforms, since this will induce e¢ -

cient allocation of domestic resources. Additionally, this relationship

explains why many poor nations in the developing world with large

deposits of natural resources like oil and gas deposits do very poorly

economically. That is, large sums of revenues from these resources to

the government stimulates very intensive political power struggle (po-

litical con�icts) leading to very large economic ine¢ ciencies and thus

very poor economic performance.

e)

ei:
@m�

t
@�t

= � bT (2r�1)t
4a�2t

� 0

eii:
@y�t
@�t

= H � 0

And �nally, the level of production technology is negatively related

to the amount of resources ine¢ ciently allocated to political power

struggle. The explanation for this is that, the greater the level of pro-

duction technology, the greater the opportunity cost of political con-

�icts and hence the smaller the intensity of such con�icts. This means

that if other factors remain the same, this model predicts that the ad-

vancements in production technology in modern times should make the
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newly independent nations have relatively shorter time of sociopolitical

transformational period, and also relatively smaller intensity of power

struggle as compared to the transformational process of the countries in

the developed world that were formed a long time ago when production

technology was not that advanced.

3.4 The General Case Where Nx
t May not be Equal to N

z
t

The analysis so far assumes that Nx
t = N z

t . In this section, I re-

lax this restricting assumption. That is, I consider the general case

where Nx
t may be di¤erent from N z

t . If Nx
t is di¤erent from N z

t , the

idea that, if, for instance, X is in power, the government�s per-capita

transfers are Gxt = �tT and Gzt = (1� �t)T will lead to imbalance in the

government�s budget. However, we can still show this discriminatory

per-capita government transfers as follows:

Recall that �t = �Nx
t + �N z

t is the total tax revenue of the govern-

ment. Also, recall from (2:a) that government transfer to groups X and

Z if X is in power are respectively Nx
t G

x
t = �t�t and N z

t G
z
t = (1��t)�t.

Now, per-capita lump-sum transfers of (2:b) can be restated as

Gxt =
�t
Nx
t
�t

(22)

Gzt =
1��t
Nz
t
�t

Like before, if the government is formed by group X, then Gxt >

Gzt as far as the groups discriminate in their own favor regarding the

pursuance of each group�s sociocultural values. This means that from
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(22), the di¤erence in per-capita government transfers of equation (3)

is now

�t = Gxt � Gzt =
�t
Nx
t
�t � 1��t

Nz
t
�t =

�t(Nx
t +N

z
t )�

Nx
t

� (1��t)(Nx
t +N

z
t )�

Nz
t

(23)

Since N i
t = (1 + n)

tN i
0, (23) becomes

�t =
�t(Nx

0+N
z
0 )�

Nx
0

� (1��t)(Nx
0+N

z
0 )�

Nz
0

= �xt �0 � �zt�0 = (�
x
t � �zt )�0 =  t�0

(24)

Where �xt =
�t
Nx
0
, �zt =

1��t
Nz
0
and  t = �xt � �zt . Again, as long as the

groups discriminate in their own favor, if X is power, �xt > �zt and thus

 t > 0. Like before, �t (and for that matter  t) measures the degree

of discrimination and social disintegration between X and Z.

Like the special case, the social integrative process decreases the

size of �t (and thus  t) over time leading to similar resource alloca-

tion decisions as we saw above. However, to make the analysis directly

comparable to that of the special case above, and for simplicity, let

us assume that if even Nx
t is di¤erent from N z

t , and X is in power

as I have assumed, Gxt = �tT and Gzt = (1 � �t)T , implying that still

�t = (2�t � 1)T . For this reason, let us further assume that the gov-

ernment can solve any negative budgetary imbalance that may arise

through external borrowing when Nx
t is di¤erent from N z

t . With these

simplifying assumptions, the only di¤erence for the general case is that

R =
Nx
t

Nz
t
=
Nx
0

Nz
0
may not be equal to 1. That is, with these assumptions,

the optimization problem (B), which has the constraints substituted in

it becomes

x : (C1) Max
n
a(�th

x
t � �) + bGt �

h
(H�hzt )

(H�hzt )+R(H�hxt )

i
bT (2r � 1)t

o
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z : (C2) Max
n
a(�th

z
t � �) + bGt �

h
(H�hxt )

1
R
(H�hzt )+(H�hxt )

i
bT (2r � 1)t

o
The �rst order conditions for interior solutions at every t are:

x : a�t �
R(H�hzt )bT (2r�1)t
[(H�hzt )+R(H�hxt )]

2 = 0 (25)

z : a�t �
1
R
(H�hxt )bT (2r�1)t

[ 1R (H�h
z
t )+(H�hxt )]

2 = 0 (26)

Solving (25) and (26) simultaneously, I get

hz�t = hx�t = h�t = H �
h

R
(1+R)2

i
bT
a�t
(2r � 1)t (27)

mz�
t = mx�

t = m�
t =

h
R

(1+R)2

i
bT
a�t
(2r � 1)t (28)

And substituting (27) into the production function, I derive the

dynamic process of output per capita in the general case as follows:

yz�t = yx�t = y�t = �tH �
h

R
(1+R)2

i
bT
a (2r � 1)

t (29)

It can clearly be seen that the previous results are special cases

of the current results. That is, if R = Nx
t

Nz
t
=

Nx
0

Nz
0
= 1, R

(1+R)2
= 1

4 as

shown in the previous results. This means that all the implications

we discussed above hold true here. However, one important additional

implication we can deduce from the results of the general case is that

the more equal the population sizes of the groups are, the greater the

intensity of political power struggle, and vice versa. This means that

social polarization is measured not only in terms of the extent of the

social distance between the groups (not only in terms of how big r is or

how small q is) but also in terms of how equal the sizes of the groups

are. For this reason, if other factors remain the same, the country

where, for instance, one group constitutes 55% of the total population

and the other group constitutes 45% of the total population will have
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more per-capita resources allocated towards political power struggle,

and will thus have lower output per capita as compared to another

country where the population distribution is, say, 70% for one group

and 30% for the other group8. R
(1+R)2

=

264 Nit

N
j
t�

1+
Nit

N
j
t

�2
375 measures the

degree of social fractionalization. That is, the greater the R
(1+R)2

, the

greater the degree of social fractionalization and thus the greater the

intensity of inter-group power struggle m�
t , and vice versa.

This therefore explains my earlier point that if one of the two groups

is so small in size comparatively, economic development may not be a

problem if even we have the extreme case where r = 1 (or q = 0),

since per-capita resource allocated towards power struggle may be in-

signi�cant. The explanation for this is that, if one of the groups is

so small in size relative to the other group, the probability that the

tiny group acquires and holds onto political power becomes in�nitesi-

mal. For this reason, the tiny group does not bother itself allocating

much economic resource towards active power struggle. And given this

behavior, the large group responds likewise thereby leaving enough re-

source for productive activities. So to sum it, the relative sizes of the

groups determine the degree of social fractionalization, which in turn

a¤ects the amount of resources allocated towards political power strug-

gle, and thus the level of economic activities and output per capita.

This measure of social fractionalization R
(1+R)2

is highly related to

the "ethnic fractionalization" measure that is commonly used in the
8Assuming that the size of the total population is one hundred, the following are

examples of the value of R
(1+R)2

and how it changes with the relative sizes of the population
of the groups. With this assumption, we already know that if the population sizes are 50
for each group, the value is 0.25. If, however, one group has, say, 75 members and the
other group has 25 members, the value is 0.1875. And �nally, if one group has 99 members
and the other group has only one member, the value is only 0.0099.
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empirical literature that studies the relationship between social frag-

mentation and economic growth and development (see, for instance,

Easterly and Levine (1997), Collier (2000), Alesina et al. (2003),

Alesina and Ferrara (2005), etc.). The ethnic fractionalization (EF)

measure used in this literature is a Her�ndahl index de�ned as EF = 1�Pk
i s

2
i , where si is the ratio of group i to the total population and k is the

number of the ethnic groups. EF is the probability that two individ-

uals selected at random belong to two di¤erent ethnic groups. In fact,

R
(1+R)2

= 1
2(1�

P2
i s
2
i ), which implies that these measures are not any

di¤erent, except that R
(1+R)2

assumes the existence of only two social

groups. At �rst, the assumption of only two social groups may appear

too strict. However, it is not that strict in practice. The reason is

that if there are three of more social groups in a country, there becomes

coalition formations at the political front. This means that additional

social groups may not necessarily add to political tensions. In fact,

so many social groups may even reduce political tensions thereby min-

imizing the negative impact of social fractionalization. This means

that, as was recognized by Alesina and Ferrara (2005), the EF tends

to overstate the negative e¤ects associated with social fractionalization

as the number of the social groups increases. Recognizing this, Posner

(2004), in his measure of ethnic fractionalization, took into accounts

actual political coalitions. However, the problem with this approach

is that political alignments tend to switch around over time and are

thus not permanent.

4. Conclusion
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We have seen from this model that the social and political envi-

ronments in which economies operate immeasurably a¤ect economic

outcomes. This is because, as we saw from the analyses, social polar-

ization creates political tensions, which brings about unhealthy power

struggle, at least at the initial stage of the sociopolitical process leading

to ine¢ cient allocation of economic resources towards political power

struggle, which results in poor economic performance. However, over

time as the society becomes more and more integrated through in-

tergroup marriages, this political tension diminishes, leading to more

e¢ cient allocation of resources towards production away from political

power struggle thereby improving economic outcome. Through these

processes, I have shown that growth rate of per-capita output is gener-

ally higher at the initial stage than in the limits. However, fundamental

di¤erences in terms of the level of social distance between the groups,

the relative sizes of the social groups, etc. a¤ect the rate at which each

country can grow and catch up with the already developed world. And,

with the exception of the extreme case where the social groups have

no chance of integrating (which may lead to the country disintegrating

into pieces), economic growth will happen, even though it may happen

at slower rate and the catch-up take longer time.

One policy recommendation of this model is that to help a country

come out of economic challenges and thus speed up economic growth,

we may not merely want to provide �nancial aid, but we may have

to provide measures that will speed up social integration and social

harmonization so as to bring about a more e¢ cient use of domestic

resources.

It is clear that the model in this paper is silent about economic
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processes like physical capital accumulation, human capital accumu-

lation, �nancial sector development, etc. while these processes may

impact economic outcome. For this reason, it may be more interest-

ing to incorporate these processes into the model. However, if the

appropriate sociopolitical environments exist, I do not see why these

economic processes will di¤er from one country to another, especially

if we assume that employment of these resources exhibit diminishing

marginal productivity.

We can deduce from the analysis so far that the main reason why

other models that seek to explain cross-country growth di¤erences fail

to fully explain the di¤erences in growth rates, especially among coun-

tries in the developing world, is that these models implicitly assume

that all countries have similar, if not identical, social and political

environments. But as we saw in the analyses, countries do di¤er

greatly in terms of sociopolitical environments and their transforma-

tional processes.

Let me point out at this point that as my de�nition of �country�

suggests, the conclusion about long-run economic convergence of coun-

tries is conditional on the ability of counties of the world to preserve

or even strengthen the existing international political order. If the in-

ternational political order breaks down and countries start to occupy

and colonize others as it used to happen in the past, then the colonized

countries�political structure may break down creating new complica-

tions socially and politically if even independence is regained.
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APPENDIX

I show in this appendix that

P t =

264 r 1� r

1� r r

375
t

=

26412 + 1
2(2r � 1)

t 1
2 �

1
2(2r � 1)

t

1
2 �

1
2(2r � 1)

t 1
2 +

1
2(2r � 1)

t

375
Let us decompose P into matrixes of eigenvalues and eigenvectors as fol-

lows. Let � =

264� 0

0 �

375 = �I, where � is eigenvalue (characteristic root) and

I is an identity matrix. Also, let L be the orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors

(l1 and l2). That is, L =
�
l1 l2

�
. We can then write P as

P = L�L�1 (A1)

With this decomposition in (A1), P t can be expressed as

P t = (L�L�1)t = L�tL�1 (A2)

Note that

�t =

264� 0

0 �

375
t

=

264�t 0

0 �t

375 (A3)

Now, in the non-trivial case (that is if l1; l2 6= 0) in P l = �I, we have

det(P l = �I) =

264�� r r � 1

r � 1 �� 1

375 = 0 (A4)

That is, from (A4),

(�� r)2 � (r � 1)2 = 0

=) �2 � 2r�+ (2r � 1) = 0 (A5)
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Solving (A5) for the characteristic roots, I get

� = 2r�
p
4r2�8r+4
2

=) � = 1 or � = 2r � 1 (A6)

From (A6) if � = 1, we can solve for the elements of l1 in P l1 = 1l1 as

follows:

(1� r)l11 = (1� r)l12 =) l11 = l12 (A7)

And if � = 2r� 1, we can solve for the elements of l2 in P l2 = (2r� 1)l2

as follows:

�l22 = l21 (A8)

Based on (A7) and (A8), let l11 = l12 = 1, and let l21 = 1 and l22 = �1.

This means that

L =

2641 1

1 �1

375, � =

2641 0

0 2r � 1

375 and L�1 = �1
2

264�1 �1

�1 1

375
First, let us verify that P = L�L�1 as follows:

�1
2

2641 1

1 �1

375
2641 0

0 2r � 1

375
264�1 �1

�1 1

375 = 1
2

2641 2r � 1

1 1� 2r

375
2641 1

1 �1

375 =
264 r 1� r

1� r r

375 =
P

And P t = (L�L�1)t = L�tL�1 can be calculated as follows:

P t = 1
2

2641 1

1 �1

375
2641 0

0 (2r � 1)t

375
2641 1

1 �1

375 =
26412 + 1

2(2r � 1)
t 1

2 �
1
2(2r � 1)

t

1
2 �

1
2(2r � 1)

t 1
2 +

1
2(2r � 1)

t

375
�
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